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Year 2 Learning at Home – Week 9 

 Wednesday Thursday Friday 

Task Have you made your bed?  Could you help with making breakfast?  Can you help fold the laundry?  

Morning English 
Form your spelling words using 
play-dough/leaves/pebbles/dried 
beans.  
 
Choose a non-fictional book (from 
epic book or your home library) to 
read aloud with a parent/carer. 
Before reading, what do you 
already know about the topic? 
Read the book aloud together. 
Answer these questions.  
● What was this book about?  
● What are three facts you have 

learnt from reading it? 
Writing: Recount of your first 
‘Stay at home’ day.  
Literacy Planet 
2 tasks only 

English 
Choose a fictional book to read aloud with a 
parent/carer.  
● Read it aloud together.  

● Does it have a good beginning and 

ending?  

● Are the characters interesting?  What 

makes them interesting? 

● Which illustration in the story was your 

favourite? Why? 

 

Grammar: Identify all the nouns and adjectives 

from the book you read and write them in your 

workbook under respective headings. 

Writing - Write a letter to a friend. Try to 
include some of your Term 1 spelling words.  
Literacy Planet 
2 tasks only 

English 
Choose a non-fictional book to read aloud with a 
parent/carer. Read it aloud together. 
● How does the title describe the content of 

the book? 

● Was the title a good one for this book? 

Why or why not? 

Writing - Imagine you could be an animal for a 
day. What animal would you choose to be and 
why? Consider external features and survival 
mechanisms of the animal.  
 
Literacy Planet 
2 tasks only 
 
 

Break    

Middle Mathematics 
Using the 

Mathematics 
It is Ms McGuire’s birthday and Mrs McIntyre 

Mathematics 
Estimate how many feet long and wide your 
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counters/pebbles/leaves/dried 
beans from this morning, create 
as many different arrays you can 
and represent them using 
repeated addition (2+2+2+2) and 
multiplication (4x2).  
 
Mathletics 
2 tasks only 

has got a square chocolate cake to share 
between 25 teachers. In your workbook, draw 
how would you cut the cake to ensure that 
everyone gets an equal piece of cake? 
 
Mathletics 
2 tasks only 

bedroom is. Now measure it using your feet. 
Compare the two.  
Record the estimate and the measurement in 
your workbooks.   
 
Mathletics 
2 tasks only 

Break    

Afternoon STEAM Mini Project (Wk 9-11) 
Choose a habitat e.g. desert, 
ocean, bush etc.  
 
Starting planning to create a 
diorama of your chosen habitat.  
See picture (below) for reference. 
   
https://www.pinterest.com.au/pin/
437623288774570791/ 
Post a picture of your project on 
SeeSaw by Thursday, Week 11.  

Science  
Watch the video in the link  
https://mysteryscience.com/powers/mystery-
1/animal-structures-survival/117?r=50972661  
 
Complete the activity shown in the video.  
OR  
Create two different types of beaks using 
material at home and use those beaks to 
complete the activity.  

Coding  
Complete some coding activities of your choice 
on   
https://code.org/hourofcode/overview 
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